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Chapter 1

Introduction
Nowadays, the smartphone has become a fundamental and essential
part of the day-to-day people and an almost indispensable tool which
we use, on average, about 5 hours per day. One of the biggest problems
that users usually find on these devices is the short life of the battery
and the high battery consumption of certain applications in our daily
use. People depends every day on charging the phone, two or three
times per day on some smartphones. This is also the main problem
which manufacturers find when they are designing these phones be-
cause they always try to combine the highest hardware performance
in the shortest possible space. The obstacle is always the size of the
smartphones., which has to be limited.

Due to the increasing development of technology in recent years, it has
been possible to implement much more powerful electronic components
in an ever smaller space. This is why the development of mobile phone
batteries has had to deal with a shrinking and limited space.

For all this, it is difficult to increase the capacity of the batteries that
are deployed in mobile phones, because the higher the capacity the bat-
tery has, the greater the size it is.

It is also important for manufacturers to try to improve the consump-
tion of all hardware components of the device, but it is very complicated
due to the technological development of these components, because the
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1 – Introduction

higher the power of a component is available, the higher the energy
consumption of the device is. They have more and more power but also
have a higher consumption.

As a result, during these last years there has been an attempt to improve
the optimization of the software that each manufacturer introduces to
the device. Therefore, this project has as its main objective the compar-
ison of consumption that each application has in each different model,
to see which software optimizes better the energy consumption.
The thesis "Development of a tool to measure smartphone’s battery
consumption" aims to provide to the user with a software tool to mea-
sure the battery consumption of different applications and services in
different models of smartphones and, with it, make it easier for users
to decide to choose between different devices.

This is a thesis proposed by Luca Ardito, professor at DAUIN (De-
partment of Control and Computer Engineering) and it is supported
by Riccardo Coppola, research assistant PhD student.

This thesis is structured as follows:

1. Background and related work: The first part of this thesis includes
some work done previously by professors of the Polytechnic Univer-
sity of Torino and people outside this university who have devel-
oped different research on energy consumption. It is about trying
to contextualize the development of this thesis and getting some
tools already studied to help us achieve our goal.

2. Study design: In this section will be talked about the study that
have been carried out on all the elements to develop this thesis. It
will be split in two: in the first we will talk about all the tools which
have been studied and use, and in the second about the different
user usage profiles of the devices. The first part consists about in-
vestigating and using the APIs provided by the Android Operating
System (or with third party hardware if needed) to achieve exact
data about the battery consumption of each application and the
hardware components (screen, CPU, network connections ...) and
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1 – Introduction

looking for a tool which automatically executes these scenarios on
each device, to get the same execution on each device and, with
it, get valid results. In the second part, there will be planned and
described different scenarios which contain different daily usages
of a smartphone and studying which are the most common apps
people use.

3. Procedure: The next step will be, with the tools which have been
already studied, to create a tool programmed to automate the con-
nection with the device and the execution of each scenario a certain
number of times. Will be collected all the interesting data and saved
it on different local databases, from which we will get the data we
are interested in to show the user.

4. Results: After saving the results of the different tests in our databases,
the next step is to find the best way to show to the user these data,
building charts and creating tables and there will be detailed the
problems and issues that have been encountered throughout the
time of development of this thesis. Finally, there will be an analyse
of all the data and try to understand each value to get a conclusion.
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Chapter 2

Background and related
work
Before starting to study people’s smartphone usage profiles, it seems
right to give a background for the development of this thesis. We have
collected some information about other works and studies about energy
consumption of different devices and the measurements that previously
have been done. They serve as a base and a previous study about the
consumption and optimization of the battery of Android devices. We
can divide the structure of the related work into two sections:

In the first part we will talk about the problems of energy consumption,
specifically portable devices such as smartphones and computers, and
the development in their study in recent years.

In the second section we will talk about the tools and techniques that
have been used to measure this consumption in the different devices,
and some tools which are used on this thesis to automatize processes.
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2 – Background and related work

2.1 Energy issues
As we mentioned in the introduction, the increasing development of
portable device technology has achieved high performance of hardware
components and this has influenced the high-power consumption of
end devices. At the same time, development has also taken place in
the fields of energy efficiency of components and in software efficiency.
The development and improvement of all hardware components (high
CPU speed, more efficient displays, more powerful data storage, Wi-
Fi/GPRS/UMTS network adapters, advanced 3D graphics, etc) have
clearly affected energy consumption.

In this section, we will talk about different studies that have been car-
ried out on the energy problems of the devices in general and how the
different authors report about them.
Along these last years there has been a period in which there is a great
development of the mobile technology and the beginning of the migra-
tion of different services that before were made with the computer and
now it is possible to make them with a mobile device, such as online
chats. [1]. This recent increase in electronic mobile devices running 24
hours a day has been the cause of the high increase in global energy
consumption and Ardito and Torchiano [3] literally comments that “it
is easy to measure dozens of TWH per year attributable to this kind
of devices”, demonstrating the importance of development in the effi-
ciency of different software techniques.
The increase of devices such as laptops, smartphones, tablets and IOT
devices with wireless connectivity [15] has led to an increase in en-
ergy consumption [8] and, therefore, an increase in the electricity bill.
With this, as an example could be the Bitcoin mining centres [2], which
are industrial warehouses with a high number of computers working at
100 capacity, which raises a concern about the amount of energy they
consume and how this consumption can be reduced through different
techniques.
We can also find references about the increase in the possibility of ac-
cess to the Internet in underdeveloped countries [17], with an increase
of 90% over the last few years and that, by 2030, the development of
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the energy efficiency of portable devices can save up to 10 times the
carbon emissions they generate.

With all this, most of the studies we collect in this work focus on the
study and development of software tools [2] [4] [7] to measure and op-
timize energy consumption, although we also find some work on mea-
suring certain components of hardware to make comparisons between
different device models [6] [16].

Other works such as the one of Rashid, Ardito, and Torchiano [1] go
beyond research and investigate the software itself. It talks about all
the research on energy consumption generally falls into hardware, or
software optimization. It focusses on the study of analysing energy con-
sumption for image encoding and decoding without external devices. It
says that the consumption of audio and multimedia video consumes a
high amount of resources and therefore energy, and that his study fo-
cuses on analysing the energy consumption of the different algorithms
of encoding and decoding images and videos, specifically on a ARM-
based device: a Raspberry Pi.

These authors also conduct another research [5] about the different
sorting algorithms (Bubble, Counting, Merge, Quick. . . ) and explain
that, because current mobile devices run programs written in differ-
ent programming languages, it is important to research and compare
the energy consumption of the different programming languages imple-
mented, also conducting an experiment with the Raspberry Pi.

2.2 Tools and techniques for measurement
Having analysed all the problems about the high energy consumption
of the devices being developed, we proceed to study different techniques
and tools to carry out the measurement of that consumption and its
subsequent analysis by different ways. We will also discuss some exam-
ples of different tests and some tools which are used for the automation
of these tests, comparing them to those that I have used in this project.
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2 – Background and related work

In general, almost all the research and studies that have been collected
perform physical measurements on the devices that are to be tested,
since it is the most direct measure and of which there are the most
tools to carry it out. The way to make the measurements is by directly
connecting the device with a measuring instrument, to obtain the total
instantaneous consumption in mWh and the current discharge current
in mAh. Rashid, Ardito and Torchiano [1] acquire energy consumption
data through a power meter called USB Tester OLED Backpack 2.0 1.
This device gets current and voltage with a sampling frequency of 10
Hz, and it is placed between the power source and the device to test.
In a second work by the same authors, [5] the energy consumption data
was acquired through a NIUSB-6210 1 DAQ, which is a similar tool
as the first one. [6] In the research of Ardito, Procaccianti, Torchiano
and Migliore, the way to carry out the measurements is physical, that
is, they are taken by Data Acquisition Board (DAQ) and is obtained
the actual and pure consumption of the device. In a similar research,
Procaccianti, Vetro, Ardito, and Morisio [7] make the measurements
physically and by a PloggMeter. This instrument is a power monitor-
ing device that measures the total and pure consumption of the device,
without differentiating the consumption of each hardware component
or applications or services.

The measures carried out by means of physical instrumentation, such
as those mentioned above, give us a general idea about the overall con-
sumption of the device. Some studies go further and attempt to perform
measurements using software tools. These measures allow us to isolate
the consumption of different applications and components of the device
and obtain detailed information of the energy consumption of each ser-
vice.
This is the case of this thesis, where thanks to the Android Batterys-
tats tool [9], we can obtain detailed information about the specific power
consumption of each service and application of the device.

Tawalbeh, Eardley and Lo’ai [16] carry out the measurements by using
the PowerTutor and AMobiSense app tools to measure the power con-
sumed by the some major components like CPU, WiFi Interface, GPS
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Unit, Video playback, and both operation modes: normal and airplane.
Otherwise, Ardito and Torchiano [4] uses the energy consumption model
for a Linux Single Board Computer for converting data about resource
usage into energy or power consumption information.

We also find differences in the way the authors propose the tests to
carry out the measures. Scenarios are raised for certain hardware com-
ponents of the devices (WiFi, GPS, NFC...) [6] and others describe
scenarios applied directly to specific applications (Skype, Gmail...) [7].
Depending on the complexity of the scenarios raised, some works use
automation tools for these scenarios. These tools allow you to schedule
the automatic execution of tests, to achieve more accurate and valid
results. Examples of automation tools used by different researchers
are AutoHotKey3 [6], Espresso and Calabash [20], UI Automator [13],
SikuliX [11], Repository, Test Driver, Report, Exporter [19] and finally
Appium [12].

This last one (Appium) is one of the most used tools for task automa-
tion and is the one used for the automation of scenarios in this thesis,
due to its simplicity and possibility of working cross-platform, both on
computers and different smartphones and tablets. There is a lot of doc-
umentation and research with this tool online, like the ones explaining
Appium architecture [21] and how does it work, by Micah Williams [22].

Meiliana, Septiana and Setiawan [20] compare different automation
tools, such as those we have discussed before and describing some ad-
vantages of Appium against its rivals. Ashwaq and Rizwan [19] use
Appium as a novel tool (the work takes place in the year in which Ap-
pium breaks into the market) and perform different tests with this tool,
comparing the final results to others obtained through the other tools
of automation in several previous studies.
Finally, by opting for Appium for the automation of the scenarios of
this thesis, we rely on research such as the one of Shiwanqi, Rucha and
Ayushi [23], which conduct a study on various automation tools and
finally highlight Appium as the more complete tool, mainly because of
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the possibility to implement it on any platform (Android, IOS, Win-
dows, Linux...), supports various programming languages (Java, C++,
Ruby...) and allows applications to be tested without recompiling it.
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Chapter 3

Study design
This section will be divided into two parts. In the first, we will discuss
the different tools that have been studied and those that have finally
been chosen. The second will study the different usage profiles that can
be known to a person and describe some scenarios that match these
profiles.

3.1 Instruments
3.1.1 Dumpsys with batterystats
These scenarios described in the previous section help us to understand
the different applications and services which users manage every day.
To achieve our final goal, we should get a final measure of the battery
consumption from each device as close as possible to a real consumption
in the day to day. Also, it would be interesting to look for a tool which
show us information about each service and app consumption, like the
screen, CPU, network components... Get this isolated consumption re-
sult from each app will be interesting to finally compare the battery
consumption of each app by each different smartphone model, and so
the user will get more detailed information about the different consump-
tion to be able to choose the smartphone with the lowest consumption
when buying.
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In this section, we are going to talk about the different tools we have
looked for and the ones we are using finally.

During the initial approach of this thesis, we studied the possibility of
carrying out the measures physically, like it is done in other works cited
in the background section. This means that, during the execution of the
tests, the device would be connected to meters of consumption, such as
multimeters or other devices like Data Acquisition Board (DAQ) and
PloggMeter. With this, we could get a global value about the device
consumption and it would be a good data to work with and to show to
the user.
Otherwise, the problem of performing measurements in this way was
the difficulty and complexity for a user who wanted to use our tool,
because it would be essential to have these measuring devices at the
time of testing. Because of this, we strived to find a way to create a
tool that was more accessible to all users and does not require a lab to
carry out the measures.

Watching the development that the Android software has carried out
over the last few years, we realized that there was the possibility of
obtaining very detailed information about the consumption of energy
with own software provided from Android directly.
First, we had to get a tool which would showed us statistics about the
battery consumption from the execution of the scenario. Besides, we
needed these statistics to show the isolated consumption of each ap-
plication or service and thus show the user more specific and clearly
information.

Android Debug Bridge 1 (from now on we will call it adb) is a tool
provided by Android which let us communicate with an Android device
via command-line. One of the options adb has is dumpsys with bat-
terystats, which is shown in the next command:

1ADB: https://developer.android.com/studio/command-line/adb
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3.1 – Instruments

adb shell dumpsys batterystats > batterystats.txt

By executing this adb command, we get the batterystats.txt text file
from which we can obtain all the information about battery consump-
tion.

This is a small extract of the “batterystats.txt”, from which we have
collected the most important data and that we are interested in:

-Battery History (1% used, 420 used of 256KB, 7 strings using 294):
-Estimated power use (mAh):
-Capacity: 3220, Computed drain: 29.9, actual drain: 0-32.2
-Screen: 17.3
-Uid u0a108: 5.59 ( cpu=5.17 wifi=0.359 sensor=0.0621 )
-Uid 2000: 2.49 ( cpu=2.23 wifi=0.256 )
-Uid 1000: 1.33 ( cpu=1.31 sensor=0.0171 )

We can see clearly from here the total capacity of the device (3220
mAh), the total consumption of the test (29.9 mAh) and the screen
consumption (17.3mAh). Then, we can appreciate some elements with
different Uids.
These are the different apps of the device and the next value is the
battery consumption of the app.
We can also appreciate, in parentheses, data about CPU consumption,
WiFi and sensors during the execution of the application.

So, the steps that are needed to collect these statistics and that we will
perform are:

• Reset the battery statistics with the following command:

>adb shell dumpsys batterystats –reset

• Perform the scenario we want to test
• Execute the batterystats command to get “batterystats.txt” file
• Read the file and save in the database all the data we are interested
in (later it will be explained how we read and take these values and
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save them in databases).

The steps will be performed and repeated as many times as we want.

The main problem with using this tool is the inability to collect battery
consumption statistics if the device is charging during the test run.
Therefore, we had to find a way to connect the device to the computer
without it charging the battery at the same time. This way will be
explained later.

3.1.2 Vysor and SikuliX
After knowing that we could get all the battery info with the adb imple-
mentation, we started looking for some tools with which, in some way,
we could get all the devices to automatically execute the applications
of the scenarios we have described. To achieve the greatest similarity in
the execution of the tests, we should also look for or build a tool which
automates the execution of these scenarios.

The first tools we started studying were about GUI automation. This
type of automation works by automating the different testing processes
of software with graphical user interfaces and image recognition. Image
recognition can be used as a tool for scenario automation. When it
is desired to automate a process, a series of actions that need to be
performed are detailed, either on a mobile device or a computer. These
actions are usually clicks or keystrokes, and reference images of the ele-
ments on which you want to perform the action of each application are
used to automate these processes. To apply it to this work, we follow
the steps below.

First, we must find a way to mirror the device´s screen in the com-
puter you are working with. We found Vysor [10], which is a computer
program, working like a Google Chrome extension, with which you can
mirror the device´s screen and control it with the computer´s keyboard
and mouse.

14
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The first thing is done, but only with this tool we cannot obtain any
process automatically. The complementary tool we had to use was
SikuliX [11].
SikuliX is a tool which automates anything you can see on your com-
puter´s screen. SikuliX allows us to work with it in different ways. One
of them is that it provides a program or graphical interface with which
we can easily create scripts. The other is that it implements a library in
Java with which by code we can automate our scenarios. Working with
Vysor to get the reference images and then with SikuliX to perform
actions on these images, we managed to automate different scenarios.

In addition, it must be said that this kind of GUI automation testing
tools can be used also to automate scenarios of interaction without test-
ing purposes. In general, people can also use these tools to carry out
automating repetitive and frequent operations. An example of this us-
age which have been investigated for this thesis is the use of these tools
by some Instagram "influencers" to carry out time-consuming actions,
such as accepting a large number of follow-up requests.

At first, using image recognition was the main option to start with the
development of this thesis, because the scenarios we had raised worked
on specific applications, which have identical interfaces on all Android
devices. After starting working with these tools, we founded that due
to the different screen sizes and aspect ratios, Vysor mirrored in a differ-
ent way all the devices. As a result, image recognition did not work for
the different sizes of the reference recognition images which were used.
In addition, we found another problem related with this recognition.
There are a large number of Android devices in the world and there
are terminals between which there are several years difference. This
phenomenon is called "Device Fragmentation". Application developers
must be able to cover the largest number of devices, and this is why
there are differences in the distribution of the elements of the same ap-
plication on two different devices. Therefore, we should create different
scripts for each device model and it would be impossible to implement.
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3.1.3 Appium with Java
After these problems with the tools we have described in the previous
section, we had to look for other ways which would solve those prob-
lems. After a research, we found Appium [12].

Appium is an open-source tool designed specifically for the automation
of processes on different applications, specifically on mobile devices and
web apps. It has a client/server architecture which works as follows:
The server creates a REST API interface which receives a connection
from a client. Client sends server a series of operations and commands
(adb commands) and the server executes this order on the mobile de-
vice we are going to test. Finally, it responds with the results of these
commands to the client, with an HTTP response showing all the re-
sults about the execution of the orders. We explain each part of the
architecture:

-Appium Server.

Appium provides us, through the full package we can download from
the website, with a program that creates a REST API interface in a
determined IP address and a port. There are two different IP addresses
which can be used. One is the local host 127.0.0.1:4723 (IP:Port) which
is used when the goal is to not test a real device but using an emulator.
The other one, and the one we are using, is the 0.0.0.0:4723, used when
the objective is to test a real device.
This Appium server must be initialized always before starting running
the test, to don´t get any exception about the problems with the con-
nection with the server.
So, in short, we have now a listening interface in 0.0.0.0:4723.

This server is written in Node.js 2. This is basically an open-source plat-
form that uses JavaScript code scripts on the server-side. The server
also interacts with UIAutomator [13], which is a framework provided

2Node.js: https://nodejs.org/en/
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Figure 3.1. Initial screen view of the program "Appium Server"

Figure 3.2. View of the "Appium Server" program running the server

in the Android SDK tools created to recognise each element from an
Android´s app activity.

An activity is every different page of an Android app, like the login,
the main page or a search page, so we can work with all the different
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elements of an app. It´s called Page Object Model (POM): for each
activity from the application we want to test, there are classes and ref-
erences about objects in the page (buttons, edit-texts, layouts, labels,
checkboxes, forms, images. . . ), so it´s simple for the client to get a path
to these objects.

-Appium Client.

This client-side is the part we must program. Appium allows working
with client libraries in Java, Python, Ruby, JavaScript, PHP and C.
These libraries implement Selenium libraries, which were created for ex-
changing commands with the server using the JSON protocol. Appium
libraries, in addition to Selenium, add specific classes and methods for
device automation, such as clicks, double-clicks, sending keyboard´s
keys, going back between different activities or sending submits.

In this project we will use Java libraries 3 due to the student’s knowl-
edge about this language, the great support and documentation that
it has on the internet community and the compatibility with the de-
velopment of Android, where most of the applications currently run on
Java. We will use the Eclipse 4 development environment, also due to
the student’s familiarity with this program.

To get the complete configuration of Appium and have the work envi-
ronment ready to perform the automation, we follow these steps:

1. DesiredCapabilities class:

For proper communication between the server and the device, it is
necessary for the server to know all the technical characteristics of
the device (device’s name, platform we are working with, Android
version, app´s package name,activity name,etc). It is also impor-
tant to communicate between them some details about the session.

3Java libraries: https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/
4Eclipse: https://www.eclipse.org/
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Appium calls all these features and details "Desired Capabilities".

Appium implements the Java class Desired Capabilities on its li-
braries and we must include this information on each session we
want to create for each scenario. We will use the method setCa-
pability to achieve this. All these features and session information
will be sent to the server when we open the connection. The most
important capabilities which must be sent are:

• Device name and Android version: there must be included
the real name (deviceName) of the device and the current An-
droid version (platformVersion) that the device is running.

• Package name and main Activity name: each application
has a unique package (appPackage) with a specific name to
differentiate applications. We must also indicate the name of
the main page (appActivity) that we want to launch at the
beginning of the execution.

• Make the keyboard never appear: including this capabil-
itie (unicodeKeyboard), it is ordered that the keyboard does
not appear during the execution of the scenario so as not to
interrupt its correct operation.

An example of these can be seen in the next figure 3.3

Figure 3.3. Assigning capabilities in our Java project
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2. Create a connection between Appium Server and the client:

As we explained earlier, there must be a connection between the
client and the server, which must be initiated by the client. The
client´s request is a POST /session request to the server. It includes
a JSON object with all the Desired Capabilities that we have ex-
plained in the previous step. In Java, Appium library contains the
“AppiumDriver” class built for creating a session, in this case with
a mobile device. With this, we only have to instantiate an object
with two arguments: the URL of the IP:Port from the server and
the capabilities of the device, as we can see in the figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4. Connecting to the Appium server

We already have all the initial configuration done and we have cre-
ated the connection between the client and the server. Now we
have to achieve a proper communication between the server and
the device.

3. ADB configuration (via WI-FI):

The device of our test must be connected by adb to get the server
to run the adb commands. There are two ways for making this
connection: via USB cable or WiFi.

In chapter 3.1.1 we talked about the impossibility of collecting
statistics on battery consumption if the device was charging while
it was connected to the computer. For this reason, we had to find
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a way to connect the smartphone and at the same time not charge
the device. One way was by connecting via USB, but we needed
the phone to be root to force it not to charge while testing.
Therefore, we were forced to make the adb connection via WiFi,
even if this connection is more unstable than the wired one.
To connect the device via adb WiFi we should follow the next steps:

(a) Connect the device via USB cable and allow USB debugging
(b) Take the IP address of the WiFi connection from the device. For

this, we get the IP of the “wlan0” interface of the computer we
are using for the test. We get the IP by executing the following
command:

>adb shell ifconfig wlan0

(c) Then, we create an adb listening TCP interface in the port 5555

>adb tcpip 5555

(d) Finally, we disconnect the USB cable and execute the next com-
mand:

>adb connect “DeviceIP”:5555

At this point, we already have all the configuration done and we
have created the connection between the client, the server and the
device. The next step would be starting to create the orders and
commands that we want to send to the server to run on the device
we are testing.

4. Scenarios class:

From this point we will be able to start writing each of the 9 sce-
narios we have raised at the beginning of this work. Each scenario
will be written in a different class, to facilitate error handling and
because we have to create a different connection for each applica-
tion that we want to test, since it changes the information of the
capabilities ("Package name" and "Activity name") which we must
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send to the server.

In the next section, the methods which will be used for the creation
of orders in the devices will be detailed.
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-Java methods for creating orders on the device.

The methods which Java implements by Appium libraries and which
we will use in our script to localize the desired elements are the fol-
lowing three:

(a) findElementById(id):

With this method we can find the desired element by introduc-
ing the id. This id is a unique identifier which identifies each
element of an Android activity, so only by introducing this value
we can select the element. This is the easiest method to find
an element, because the id is unique and therefore, we will not
have any problems.

(b) findElementByClassName(ClassName):

With this second method we can find the element by the class
name. Classes on Android identify each type of item you can
find in an activity. These types of elements can be buttons,
editable text fields, images, different layers... An example of an
Android class could be the next one: “android.widget.ImageView”.
It means that the selected element belongs to an image file. This
is not very used because it´s not unique, and there can be other
elements with the same class name and can be difficult to iden-
tify the one required.

(c) findElementByXPath(Path):

This last method is used when it is impossible for the user to
use the others, because the developers of the applications do not
provide with an id to all the elements and therefore, we have
to indicate the hierarchical path where the element is located.
This route must be obtained manually and because of this it
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is the most hard and heavy way to locate an item. We must
indicate how the marked element is reached, so we must follow
the hierarchical order and also taking into account the number
of the index, to differentiate elements from the same class.

For example, the current element could be located by this path:
//android.widget.FrameLayout//android.widget.LinearLayout//a-
ndroid.widget.RelativeLayout//android.widget.ImageView[@index=’0]’

After locating the desired item on the page, there are other meth-
ods to perform certain actions on these items. We will use two:

• click():

With this method we can act on the elements by clicking. It’s
the main method we’ll use.

• sendKeys(String):

With this method we can act on the elements by sending text
strings. We will use it when our scenario requires the input
of text by keyboard, such as searching for a web page in the
browser.

With these two methods, the client can start ordering instructions
to execute them on the device.
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5. Preconditions:

Finally, we want to ensure that the measures we obtain are the
result of running the scenarios with identical conditions on all de-
vices. To do this, we must meet certain preconditions in all devices:

• Disable notifications: we must turn off the notifications to do not
interrupt the execution of the scenarios. If, for example, there is a
pop-up notification during the scenario, Appium cannot recognise
an element from an activity. We will use the following command:

>adb shell settings put global heads up notifications enabled 0

• Closing app´s background processes
>adb shell am kill-all

• Highest screen brightness
>adb shell settings put system screen brightness 255

• Make the keyboard to not appear. We do it on each scenario
class:
>caps.setCapability("unicodeKeyboard", true);

• Kill adb proceses and restart adb server
>taskkill /F /IM adb.exe /T
>adb kill-server
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3.2 Usage profiles and scenarios descrip-
tion

After studying and commenting some fundamental tools for the real-
ization of this thesis, we believe that the next step is try to find certain
applications that users use on a daily basis, in order to create specific
scenarios focused on the use of those apps.

To achieve the main goal of this project (compare the energy consump-
tion of different apps between different models of smartphones), we
must define one by one these scenarios or usages profiles and that is,
describe and detail those daily activities (apps and services) which a
common user performs in the day to day.

In this part of the project we will explain why we have chosen each
scenario and the elements of the application that we will explore. In
the chapter 6 of this thesis, it will be described in detail each scenario
with all its features, conditions and steps that can be performed on
each application.

1. Standby Consumption

A first scenario that should be posed is measuring the battery life of
each device simply with the screen on to see which model manages
to hold more time on. This might be interesting to check which
smartphone model optimizes better its own software, and to see
the management that it makes to applications and services in the
background.

This first scenario would give us a global view of the battery life,
but for the end user it is more important to know what the battery
consumption is after a daily use of different applications and daily
services.
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2. Multimedia music consumption: Spotify

One of the most important part we must consider and that has been
fundamental for the continuous development and improvement of
the smartphones is the multimedia section. The recent increase in
the use of multimedia services has directly influenced the manufac-
ture of devices, increasing year after year the size and quality of the
screens and improving their performance. The problem with this
development is the high battery consumption of these applications,
due to the large amount of resources they use.
Therefore, we can raise 4 scenarios to measure battery consumption
in relation to the most used multimedia applications for each case.

The first multimedia scenario is about testing Spotify. Spotify has
become the most used music consumption app in the world today,
due to its quality, variety (you can find any desired song) and sim-
plicity to use the app. Therefore, we chose this app to evaluate
battery consumption due to streaming music playback. We will
search for specific playlist and we´ll reproduce a determine number
of songs.

3. Multimedia video consumption: Vimeo

Video consumption is the main cause of the increase in internet
traffic over the past decade [24] and IP video traffic will be 82 per-
cent of all IP traffic (both business and consumer) by 2022.

This has been due to the continuous technological improvement of
portable devices. Smartphones have ever larger screens and thus
increases the amount of video we consume daily. That is why we
will describe two scenarios focused on this consumption.

The first one is Vimeo. Vimeo is a social network created for the
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publication of high-quality videos by content creators. It is a ser-
vice like Youtube, but we will use Vimeo because of the difficulty
of controlling the version of the Youtube application, as we will ex-
plain in 5.2 section. Vimeo allows us to search videos by different
categories and therefore choose the one we are interested in. On
this scenario we will search for some videos and reproduce them all.

4. Multimedia video consumption: Netflix

The other app also focused on video consumption that we will use
is Netflix. Netflix has become one of the world’s leading platforms
for consuming TV series, movies and documentaries. One of the
greatest qualities of Netflix focuses on the possibility of using the
application on multi-platform devices (PC, Smart TV, PlayStation,
Apple TV. . . ) and that is why we will study in this case the con-
sumption of this application on the different models of smartphones
that we will test. To achieve this goal, we will search for a specific
series and we will watch a short time of a chapter.

5. Multimedia consumption: Camera

The implementation of the camera on mobile devices was one of
the greatest advances of the mobile technology in 2002. At that
time, it was almost impossible to think about being able of taking
photos and to share them at the same time with other people.
Today, due to the normalization of the use of social networks and
sharing photos and videos constantly,it is the hardware component
that most differentiate the models of smartphones.
For this reason, we propose two scenarios that use this component
to measure the impact it has on energy consumption.

The first scenario we propose is the simple use of the device’s own
camera. The main problem we encounter is that each manufacturer
implements different software on the device, so the camera interface
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varies for each smartphone model. For this, we will use a common
app for all android devices, which is Open Camera.
Open Camera is a free application which allows us to use the smart-
phone’s camera and that we will test using both cameras (front and
back) for taking photos and videos, also activating the flash to mea-
sure energy consumption.

6. Social network: Instagram

The other app that also uses the device’s camera, apart from mul-
tiple other functions, is Instagram. Instagram has become today’s
most widely used social network. Initially, it was used only to share
photos through posts on a timely and almost weekly basis, but due
to the implementation of the "Instagram stories", it has become
a social network in which we continuously share daily photos and
videos. It is among the 5 most downloaded apps in history and
we can also ensure that it is the most used application by young
people, thus forcing us to create this scenario for their test and
study. We´ll perform a test posting pictures, sharing stories and
doing normal navigation through the app, like posting comments
and clicking on liking.

7. Use of e-mail: K9 Mail

The high development of smartphone technology has allowed us
to concentrate most of the work, which we previously did with the
computer, on the mobile phone. It is more convenient for us to per-
form simple tasks, such as exchanging emails, browsing the internet
or exchanging files, using the mobile device and not relying on the
availability of a computer. That’s why we describe three scenarios
focused on these uses that we make today from our mobile phone.

Being able to view email on mobile makes the job easier and saves
us time when sending and receiving emails. For this reason, we
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want to study the impact that the use of e-mail on mobile has on
energy consumption. We will use the K9 Mail application, which
allows us to configure any email account that allows POP or IMAP
protocols. In this scenario, we will send simple text emails and
emails with attachments, because email it´s commonly used as a
tool for exchanging short files.

8. Web Navigation: Opera Browser

As mentioned earlier, there has been the migration of the tasks
that we previously performed on the computer to the mobile de-
vice. One of these tasks is about web browsing. Now we can browse
and search for contents in a way almost similar to that allowed by
the computer and therefore we will study the energy consumption
that this implies in the device.

Opera Browser has been chosen because of its fluidity and conve-
nience when it comes to any search or activity. In this test we will
navigate through two pages, viewing and interacting with the dif-
ferent contents.

9. Data transfer: Dropbox

We also use mobile devices to exchange files with others, save items
to the cloud, and download files from servers. This data traffic
generates a certain consumption in the wireless components of the
mobile device and our goal is to measure and compare the impact it
has on energy consumption. For this reason, we propose a scenario
involving a service application to save files to the cloud.

Dropbox has been chosen for being a world-renowned application
for these services and because of the option of being able to use
a free account with a space of 2GB, enough for the test of our
scenario. In this scenario we will run an upload of a 500MB file.
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With all these scenarios described in this section, it is enough to
give us an idea of the different applications that are used daily,
and we will be able to carry out the execution of tests on these
applications to check the impact they have on consumption battery
on each device.
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Chapter 4

Procedure
Now that we have seen the study design of the thesis with all the Ap-
pium settings configured in Java , we can start putting everything to-
gether in a script, which will finally be the tool that will be used for
the tests.

We will create a Java project called "JAVA_APPIUM", which will con-
tain all the classes and libraries of our project. The main class will be
named "Final_Script.class", in which we will implement the following
contents:

1. ADB CONNECTION

The first thing we have to do is to force adb to start connecting
the device via USB cable. Next, we kill any process that may exist
from "adb” and reset the adb process. For all of this, we need to
run the following three commands:

>adb usb
>taskkill /F /IM adb /T
>adb kill-server

For executing shell commands with Java, we use the Runtime class
and the method exec(“argument”) and we add as an argument an
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array of Strings where in each position must go every word of the
command that we want to execute. We can see it in the following
two figures 4.1 and 4.1:

Figure 4.1. Example of descrip-
tion of commands

Figure 4.2. Example of execution of
adb commands

This is the method which will be used to execute all the adb com-
mands of the script when we do not need to get any answer to
save.

2. GETTING DEVICE´S CAPABILITIES

After having the device connected via USB, we should obtain the
capabilities of the Android terminal, to achieve the correct com-
munication with the server as we discussed in the subsection about
the Desired Capabilities class. For this, we also have to execute the
following commands:

>adb shell getprop ro.build.version.release
>adb shell getprop ro.product.name
>adb shell getprop ro.boot.serialno
>adb shell getprop ro.product.manufacturer
>adb shell getprop ro.product.model

With this we get, in order: Android version, device name, serial
identifier, brand and model of the device.
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Here we need to pick up the response after the command execution,
so we create a specific method to get this response and save it to our
variable. We can have a look on it in the figure 4.3. The main dif-
ference with the figure 4.2 method is that here, after the execution
of the adb command, we use the BufferedReader class to read the
line of the Runtime response and return it to save in a String object.

Figure 4.3. Example of the method created for executing commands
and reading the response

3. FORCE DEVICE TO CONNECT VIA ADB WIFI

We force the device to connect via adb WI-FI, executing all the
commands we have described in the 4th step about Appium con-
figuration.
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4. OBTAINING APP´S UIDs
We obtain all the app’s uid. This is a unique identifier that each
device assigns to an application, service, or process in the terminal
itself. Therefore, each application will have a different identifier
than another device. For this, we have to execute the following
commands:

>adb shell dumpsys package com.spotify.music | grep userId
>adb shell dumpsys package com.vimeo.android.videoapp | grep userId
>adb shell dumpsys package com.netflix.mediaclient | grep userId
>adb shell dumpsys package net.sourceforge.opencamera | grep userId
>adb shell dumpsys package com.instagram.android | grep userId
>adb shell dumpsys package com.fsck.k9 | grep userId
>adb shell dumpsys package com.opera.browser | grep userId
>adb shell dumpsys package com.dropbox.android | grep userId

5. PRECONDITIONS COMMANDS

We disable the notifications to not interrupt the script execution,
we close all the background app´s processes and we put the screen
brightness on the maximun:

>adb shell settings put global heads_up_notifications_enabled 0
>adb shell am kill-all
>adb shell settings put system screen_brightness 255
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6. RESTARTING BATTERY STATISTICS

Before starting to execute all the different scenarios, we restart the
battery statistics information. This is an important step to avoid
that the battery consumption information your phone has previ-
ously saved does not overlap.

>adb shell dumpsys batterystats –reset

7. EXECUTION OF THE SCENARIOS

After the reset of the battery information, we execute the different
scenarios. Each scenario will be executed 30 times. To do this, we
create the following "for" loop in which we introduce the following
steps, seen in the figure 4.5

Figure 4.4. Example of the loop created for scenario execution
and saving statistics

• Running the scenario
The first thing we do after resetting the battery statististics is
calling each scenario class. Each scenario is made in a different
class. Each class contains two methods. In the main method
we first create the capabilities of the device, which are required
by the Appium served to create the connection with the device,
as we discussed in section 3.1.3 and seen in the figure 3.3. Then
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we execute the second method, the test method. This method
contains, the connection to the Appium server, also seen in the
figure 3.4.
As we explained on section 3.1.3, Appium library for Java im-
plements, by the "Mobile Element" class, a series of methods to
locate all the elements of any activity from an Android appli-
cation. In our scenarios, we will localize the different elements
of an Android activity by Id, ClassName and by Path.

Therefore, we must find a tool for getting the “Id”, “Class-
Name” or “Path” from each different elements. To achieve this,
we will use the UIAutomatorViewer tool.

This is a software provided in the Android SDK tools 1 which
let us to take screen captures from all the apps we want to test.
After taking the screenshot of the Android activity, it shows
us that image and allows us to select each item we want.This
tool provides us with a simple interface consisting of three parts.

The first figure shows us the image of the screenshot where
we can select the item from which we want to obtain the in-
formation (figure 4.5). From this screen, we can select all the
items which are available to perform actions. For example, in
the figure, we can appreciate that we can perform actions on
the URL by typing text, or refreshing the web, going back and
home, clicking on the links, etc.

The second part shows the hierarchy of all the elements of the
current activity. Each Android activity is divided into main
elements and sub-items (figure 4.6). As we can see on this
figure, there are main elements which are FrameLayout, Rela-
tiveLayout or LinearLayout and which in turn contain different
sub-elements like ImageView or EditText, which are the ones

1Android SDK tools: https://developer.android.com/studio/releases/sdk-tools
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with which we want to perform actions.

The third part shows us the information needed to identify that
element within the hierarchy (figure 4.7). These are identifiers
with which we can differentiate all the elements within the same
activity, like the resource-id, class, package or index. The iden-
tifier which will be used the most is the id because it´s unique
for each element. It can be also seen on this figure if the current
item can be clickable or not.

With this, we have the necessary information to tell the server
how to identify each item.
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Figure 4.5. Example of screenshot taken by "UIAutomatorViewer"
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Figure 4.6. Hierarchy of the elements of the current activity

Figure 4.7. Information needed to identify an element within the hierarchy
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In the next figure 4.8 can be seen how we create the orders to
be executed in the scenario class. We will use as an example the
scenario created for web browsing, because it includes almost
all the different methods that we will use for the creation of or-
ders for the device. In this figure we can see how we first enter
by keyboard, with the sendkeys() method, the url to which we
want to navigate, in this case “www.polito.it”. Then we unfold
the menu of the page and select different tabs, performing a
conventional navigation, using different paths to locate the ele-
ments and indicating also the text content to help with the lo-
cation. Finally, we close the connection with the quit() method.

Figure 4.8. Example of the instructions created in Java to be
executed in the scenario class
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• Getting battery statistics about the execution

After the execution of each scenario, the method getBatteryS-
tats(“command”) is called. This will execute the next com-
mand:

<adb shell dumpsys batterystats > batterystats.txt

Figure 4.9. Example of the method for executing an adb command

With this, we´ll create the “batterystats.txt” file with all the in-
formation about the battery consumption of the scenario. Pre-
viously, in section 3.1.1, we discussed the contents of this text
file and all the information that we could obtain from it.

• Reading “batterystats.txt” file, getting the battery con-
sumption and inserting into database

As we can see in figure 4.10, after getting the “batterystats.txt”
file we call the main method of the class “BatteryStats_EachScenario”.
This method does the following:

First, we use the BufferedReader and FileReader classes to read
each line of the file. While reading each line, we check if that
line contains the different keywords from each line we need, such
as "Estimated power use", “Capacity”, “Uid. . . ”.
Finally, if it contains them, we build an array in which each
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position contains a word of that line and with it, we can ac-
cess the desired positions and guide the data of consumption at
each variable, because we know the position of each value that
interests us of that line.
The following figure 4.10 shows the Java code and how we do
what we’ve just explained now.

Figure 4.10. Java code for reading “batterystats.txt” file and getting
the battery consumption
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After saving the corresponding value to each variable, we con-
tinue saving these values in the databases we have created, one
for each application. These databases are local, use SQLite 2

and they are created using the "DB Browser3" program. The
fields in these databases are:

– Scenario_Id: here it will be saved an id (from 1 to 10)
to differentiate from which scenario is current test data.

– Device: here it will be saved the name of the testing device.
– Capacity: here it will be saved the total capacity of the
battery, mAh.

– Total_Consumption: here it will be saved the total con-
sumption of the test.

– App_Consumption: here it will be saved the consump-
tion by the app itself.

– CPU: here it will be saved the consumption only due to the
CPU.

– WiFi: here it will be saved the consumption only due to
the WiFi.

– Camera: here it will be saved the consumption only due to
the Camera.

– StandBy: here it will be saved the consumption of the
phone due to the StandBy during the test.

For using these databases, first in Java we must create the con-
nection with our local database. To do this, we use the "Con-
nection" class, with which it is created a “connect” object to
which we assign the file "(name).db" to create the connection.
We can see it in the code in the following figure 4.11:

2SQLite: https://www.sqlite.org/index.html
3DB Browser: https://sqlitebrowser.org/
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Figure 4.11. Java code for creating the connection with the database

After creating the connection to the database, from the "con-
nect" object we create a statement to execute the query. This
query will be a String object with all the data that we want to
insert into our database. The format we should use for the con-
struction of this String should follow the SQLite format, which
is as follows: "INSERT INTO table_name (fields of the table)
VALUES (data to insert to each field);".

We can see it in the code in the following figure 4.12:
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Figure 4.12. Java code for inserting into database all the data

• Reset the battery statistics and begin again

Finally, after saving all the data we have collected from the
scenario in the database, we reset the battery statistics and
begin again executing the same scenario. We will do these 30
times for each different scenario.
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8. GETTING INFO FROMDATABASES AND CREATING
GRAPHICS

The final step is to show the user the data obtained about the test
itself and the comparison of this data with the other measurements
performed to different device models.
For this, we decided that the best way to display the data to the
user was by creating a graph with all the data obtained from the
current test and the data about different models tested above.

There are different ways to create charts. Because of that our in-
tention is to perform the entire process automatically, we decided
to look for a tool compatible with our work that would collect the
data generated by the test and the data from previous results and
build a chart in an automatic way. After evaluating different op-
tions, we decided to use Java’s own tools, to simplify the work and
have all the job content designed in one language.

One tool available in Java that is the one that we will use is the
JFreeChart library [14]. JFreeChart is a free tool which allows
the construction of visually pleasing charts writing simple codes
in Java, and it contains a lot of documentation on its website.
Through this page, we can download the library that we will add
to the build and work path of our project.

For the creation of these charts, we must first obtain all the values
that we have saved from the execution of the different tests in our
databases. To do this, we create the “BatteryStats_Reader” class.
This class contains a reading method that does the following:
First we create the connection with our local database, as explained
before. After this connection, we create the statement, to execute
the query. We create the String following the SQLite format, but
in this case of selection and not insert.
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It will be like this: “SELECT * FROM table_name”. With this
query we get all the results that we have saved in the database of
each scenario and we get the different models of devices that exist
in our database. We will save each different device name in our
first ArrayList “Devices”.

But what we are interested in is to obtain only the average bat-
tery consumption, and also separated by each different smartphone
model.

Therefore, we must make a second query specifying that we want
to obtain the battery consumption of each record but separated by
smartphone model. Then, when we have all the saved consumption
values of all executions of the same scenario, we perform the aver-
age and save the value to a position in our second ArrayList that we
have created “AverageConsumption”. This will be the value that
we will show the user about the consumption of that device in that
particular scenario.

The following figure 4.13 shows the Java code of what we have just
explained. First we query for each available model and with a while
loop we read each element of our database and accumulate the total
consumption value in the variable "consumption". After reading all
the elements of our database, we perform the average and save the
value in the ArrayList.
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Figure 4.13. Java code reading from database all the data

After getting all the ArrayLists with the different total consump-
tions for each device, the last step is to create the desired chart.
The type of chart we choose is the horizontal bar chart, since we
find it attractive to the user to contemplate the differences in bat-
tery consumption of the different smartphones tested.

For creating charts with the JFreeChart tool, we divide the work
into four blocks:

• Assign the data to the chart:

The first step is to assign all the data that we want to be dis-
played in our chart. To do this we use the class "DefaultCat-
egoryDataset" to create the object "dataset". Forcreating this
object, we can use the addValue() method to insert the desired
data. We will introduce three arguments, the first will be the
value on the X axis, that is, the average of total consumption
in mAh. The second data we will enter will be the name of the
device that has that value, and finally we will enter the name
of the scenario that we want to add. In the next figure 4.14
we can see how we add all the ArrayList values, on the “Web
Navigation” scenario.
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Figure 4.14. Java code to add data to the "dataset"

• Chart creation:

For the creation of the graph, we use the class "CharFactory"
and the method createBarChart() to assign the "dataset" that
we created in the previous step and all the characteristics of the
chart, such as the axis titles, orientation, legend, etc. We can
see in the following figure 4.15 how we do it in our Java program:

Figure 4.15. Java code to assign the "dataset step and all the
characteristics of the chart

• Modify the style of the chart:

To modify the appearance and style of our chart, we will use
the class "BarRenderer", to create the object "renderer". With
different methods, we can change the colors of the chart and
the bars, the margins between them, where we want the values
to be displayed,etc.
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We can see how we do all this in our Java class in the following
figure 4.16:

Figure 4.16. Java code for modifying the appearance of the chart
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• Creating the image file to display the chart:

Finally, we only have to show the chart that we have created to
the user. To do this, we build an image file "Final_Chart.png",
which we will save in the directory to show the user finally. To
create the image, we use the Java’s own class "BufferedImage",
to which we assign the chart. We can see how we do this in
Java in the following figure 4.17:

Figure 4.17. Java code to create the “.png” file
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Chapter 5

Tests, results and
conclusion
After we having created and detailed the tool and the whole develop-
ment process, it is time to try it and run the tests on the different
devices that we are about to test.

5.1 Description of the test
The actual test machine is the personal computer of the student run-
ning Windows XP, with Appium, Java and adb already configured as
detailed on the previous pages, but can be any computer running the
tool we have created and meeting all the requirements.

The devices which are going to be tested are the Xiaomi Redmi Note
5 of 2018, Motorola Nexus 6 of 2014 and Samsung Galaxy S3 of 2012.
Requirements for devices for running the tool are:

• Android system

• USB debugging activated

• Appium apk installed

• Minimal basic operation: being able to interact in different appli-
cations without overlading your phone
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5 – Tests, results and conclusion

For each scenario and for each device, we will run each test 30 times to
achieve a result as in line with the average prolonged battery consump-
tion as possible.

We also wanted to check if the consumption varied depending on the
amount of battery available on the device. To do this, we performed
the same tests when the battery percentage was 100%, 50% and 25%.
We found that the results obtained were similar and that the varia-
tions were negligible, so we did not take into account the initial battery
percentage of the device for the tests, but we require that the phone
be 100% charged due to the long-time occupied to complete the full test.

5.2 Issues during the execution of the tests
Finally, we will briefly discuss some of the problems that we have en-
countered when choosing and testing these scenarios and what solutions
we have found for this:

• Security issues and permissions: some apps like Twitter, Google
Drive, Google Maps, etc, block the use of automation tools like the
one we will use for security reasons. We believe that, for example
Twitter, wants to prevent the development of bots for the creation
of fake profiles.

• Pre-installed apps: we have scrapped the use of apps like Youtube,
Google Chrome and Gmail because they come pre-installed from
the factory on most devices, and therefore we cannot fix which
version of the application we want to use for the test. We have re-
placed them with Vimeo, Opera Browser and K9 Mail, respectively.

• Find items in apps: in some apps, such as Instagram, it be-
comes difficult to find buttons, links or text boxes because they
don’t provide identifiers to them and as a result it’s difficult for us
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5.2 – Issues during the execution of the tests

to automate some actions on these apps.

• Apps that don’t work on older versions of Android: there
are some apps that aren’t available for some older versions of An-
droid, such as Netflix. Therefore, this scenario will not be run in
very old devices.

• Predownloaded songs in Spotify: while running the Spotify
scenario on different devices, we encountered the problem that some
of these had some songs downloaded, so during the execution of the
stage the data about battery consumption decreased remarkably ir-
regularly because the phone’s internet connection was not used and
therefore the test result was not valid for our case.

• Adb WiFi connection: wireless connections tend to be more
unstable than wireframes. That is why during the execution of the
tests, the device sometimes got disconnected with the computer,
and therefore there was a failure in the execution of the test.

• Notifications appear during the test: depending on the de-
vices, most of these have floating notifications enabled, which take
up a certain screen space. If during the execution of the test this
notification covers us some element on which we must perform some
action, we get an error in the execution. That is why we turned off
notifications at first.

• Appium doesn´t initialize apps: for Appium to initialize an
app, it must be correctly indicated by the name of the activity
and package, or if applicable an .apk file for you to install. If any
of these indications are not correct, Appium cannot initialize the
application and therefore the test cannot be performed.
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5 – Tests, results and conclusion

5.3 Results
After having performed all the tests, we have all the data stored in our
corresponding databases. Our main objective is to create a single graph
that shows a comparison of the results between the different models,
but it is also important to us to be able to show a sample of how we
have saved all the data collected in our database. Because of this, we
will show in this project a sample of the data collected for one scenario
as an example.

The data that we show and that we find the most important are the
following: test number identifier, brand and model of the device, to-
tal capacity in milliamps per hour, total consumption in milliamps per
hour and screen consumption, also in milliamps per hour.

In the next 3 pages we can see a sample of the data collected in the
Spotify app test, made for 3 different devices and executed 30 times on
each device.

Regarding these tables, we can comment that, for each model, we note
that the consumption due to the screen is similar for the two smart-
phones with the FullHD screen, but the smartphone with 2K screen has
a higher consumption. Also, the total consumption results remain more
or less constant during the execution of the 30 tests, although they vary
more depending on the device. We see that in the smartphone Motorola
Nexus 6, the difference between the maximum consumption obtained
and the minimum is 4.4mAh, which represents 0.14% of the total bat-
tery capacity. These variations will be negligible because we will take
the average of the 30 tests and this will be the result shown to the user.
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5.3 – Results

Scenario_Id Device Capacity
(mAh)

Total_Consumption
(mAh)

Screen
(mAh)

Spotify 1 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 28.1 11.3
Spotify 2 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 27.1 11.1
Spotify 3 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 26.7 11
Spotify 4 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 28.3 11.1
Spotify 5 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 26.8 11.2
Spotify 6 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 26.9 11.3
Spotify 7 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 27.1 11.1
Spotify 8 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 26.7 11.3
Spotify 9 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 26.7 10.7
Spotify 10 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 27.9 10.9
Spotify 11 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 25.9 10.8
Spotify 12 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 25.7 10.5
Spotify 13 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 26.6 10.6
Spotify 14 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 24.9 10.5
Spotify 15 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 28 10.6
Spotify 16 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 27.5 10.7
Spotify 17 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 27.6 10.5
Spotify 18 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 27 10.8
Spotify 19 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 26.9 10.8
Spotify 20 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 26.5 10.7
Spotify 21 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 26.4 10.7
Spotify 22 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 26.2 10.6
Spotify 23 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 26.2 11
Spotify 24 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 26.1 10.7
Spotify 25 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 25.7 10.4
Spotify 26 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 26.6 10.8
Spotify 27 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 26.9 10.8
Spotify 28 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 27.3 11
Spotify 29 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 28.3 10.8
Spotify 30 Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 4000 26.6 10.7

Table 5.1. Xiaomi Redmi Note 5 - Spotify app consumption
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5 – Tests, results and conclusion

Scenario_Id Device Capacity
(mAh)

Total_Consumption
(mAh)

Screen
(mAh)

Spotify 1 samsung GT-I9300 2100 14 9.93
Spotify 2 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.4 9.5
Spotify 3 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.6 9.55
Spotify 4 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.3 9.44
Spotify 5 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.1 9.28
Spotify 6 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.1 9.26
Spotify 7 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.1 9.27
Spotify 8 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13 9.24
Spotify 9 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.3 9.42
Spotify 10 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.1 9.27
Spotify 11 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.21 9.32
Spotify 12 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.2 9.35
Spotify 13 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13 9.25
Spotify 14 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.1 9.32
Spotify 15 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.1 9.28
Spotify 16 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.2 9.39
Spotify 17 samsung GT-I9300 2100 12.9 9.17
Spotify 18 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.2 9.35
Spotify 19 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.1 9.31
Spotify 20 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.3 9.46
Spotify 21 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.1 9.3
Spotify 22 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.9 9.84
Spotify 23 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.5 9.39
Spotify 24 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.2 9.39
Spotify 25 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.3 9.41
Spotify 26 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.1 9.31
Spotify 27 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.2 9.38
Spotify 28 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.4 9.53
Spotify 29 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.3 9.46
Spotify 30 samsung GT-I9300 2100 13.4 9.34

Table 5.2. Samsung GT-I9300 - Spotify app consumption
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5.3 – Results

Scenario_Id Device Capacity
(mAh)

Total_Consumption
(mAh)

Screen
(mAh)

Spotify 1 motorola Nexus 6 3220 35.6 19.9
Spotify 2 motorola Nexus 6 3220 34.1 18.2
Spotify 3 motorola Nexus 6 3220 34.2 18.7
Spotify 4 motorola Nexus 6 3220 34.3 20.7
Spotify 5 motorola Nexus 6 3220 35.2 20.8
Spotify 6 motorola Nexus 6 3220 36.1 21.5
Spotify 7 motorola Nexus 6 3220 35.7 20.8
Spotify 8 motorola Nexus 6 3220 36.6 21
Spotify 9 motorola Nexus 6 3220 34.8 19.9
Spotify 10 motorola Nexus 6 3220 35.8 20.9
Spotify 11 motorola Nexus 6 3220 34.6 21.2
Spotify 12 motorola Nexus 6 3220 33.8 22.6
Spotify 13 motorola Nexus 6 3220 33.7 22.1
Spotify 14 motorola Nexus 6 3220 34.6 22.6
Spotify 15 motorola Nexus 6 3220 33.5 22.3
Spotify 16 motorola Nexus 6 3220 35.4 23.2
Spotify 17 motorola Nexus 6 3220 34.1 22
Spotify 18 motorola Nexus 6 3220 33.8 19.4
Spotify 19 motorola Nexus 6 3220 34.8 19.5
Spotify 20 motorola Nexus 6 3220 34.9 19.6
Spotify 21 motorola Nexus 6 3220 34 19.4
Spotify 22 motorola Nexus 6 3220 32.7 19.6
Spotify 23 motorola Nexus 6 3220 32.2 19.2
Spotify 24 motorola Nexus 6 3220 33.7 19.4
Spotify 25 motorola Nexus 6 3220 33.3 19.3
Spotify 26 motorola Nexus 6 3220 33.2 19.5
Spotify 27 motorola Nexus 6 3220 33.5 20.1
Spotify 28 motorola Nexus 6 3220 33.5 21.8
Spotify 29 motorola Nexus 6 3220 33.3 21.8
Spotify 30 motorola Nexus 6 3220 33.2 21.7

Table 5.3. Motorola Nexus 6 - Spotify app consumption
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5 – Tests, results and conclusion

After these tables with all the data, we show below the final graph that
results from collecting all the data from the databases and mounting
the graph, as explained in step 8 of the section 4 "Procedure”.

Figure 5.1. Final chart with the results of the test

On the left, on the Y axis, we can observe the different scenarios that
we have raised in our thesis. Each scenario has three bars with different
colors, representing each device on which the test has been run. The
X axis represents the mAh value consumed in total on average during
the test.
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5.4 – Conclusion

We can see that the Motorola Nexus 6 device is the one with the most
battery consumption in each scenario, due to its high screen resolution
and also high processor capacity. The other two devices have similar
consumption in some scenarios, but the consumption is also different
when the camera comes into play, because they are devices quite a few
years apart, in which the camera has undergone a high development.

We can also see the differences in consumption in the Instagram sce-
nario. We see that the Motorola Nexus 6 has a significantly higher
consumption of the other two models, due to what we said before that
it has a more advanced camera and processor.

5.4 Conclusion
In order to finish this thesis, it is necessary to detail a series of conclu-
sions obtained during this thesis.

Throughout this period, we have studied different tools with different
objectives. First, we studied different tools to obtain information about
battery consumption in a mobile device, finally opting for tools devel-
oped by software. Next, we studied automation tools, first investigating
GUI automation techniques and finally opting for software automation,
with Appium. Finally, after describing the different usage profiles and
all the scenarios, we proceeded to carry out the tests.

It can be commented that the results obtained have been in accordance
with what was expected before the execution of the tests. We have been
able to observe the differences that exist in the consumption when the
camera comes into play, obtaining greater consumption in terminals
with more advanced cameras. It can be also seen differences in con-
sumption when the screen is larger and has a higher resolution.

As regards future work, it might be interesting to continue researching
other automation tools developed in recent years, because tools may
appear in years after the presentation of this thesis to correct the errors
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5 – Tests, results and conclusion

that have those currently available. It could also be useful for run-
ning the tests to separate Android devices depending on the version of
operating system they run, so as to obtain more accurate results by
completely eliminating the differences that exist in the optimization of
the software by the different versions of Android.
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Appendix A

Tables about scenario´s
details
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A – Tables about scenario´s details

Use case Battery consumption due to StandBy
Scope Measure battery consumption due to the

consumption when leaving the phone on
without performing any activity

Level The user will have a tool to compare the
battery consumption of different smart-
phones, and thus have the ability to choose
which model to buy.

Intention in context Development of a tool to compare battery
consumption in different smartphone mod-
els

Primary actor This primary actor it´s a smartphone´s
common user

Preconditions Preconditions: Battery charged at 100%,
closed background applications, maximum
level of brightness on the screen, the low-
est number of activated services, a Google
Play account with Spotify and Netflix pre-
mium,free storage space for downloading
songs, device with internet access, screen
lock dis-activated.
Technical characteristics of the smart-
phone: To complete by the user

Main success scenario 1) Locate on the main screen and leave the
phone 4 minutes with the screen on

Table A.1. SCENARIO 1 – StandBy consumption
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Use case Music multimedia consumption on Spotify
Scope Measure battery consumption due to mul-

timedia music with the app of Spotify
Level The user will have a tool to compare the

battery consumption of different smart-
phones, and thus have the ability to choose
which model to buy.

Intention in context Development of a tool to compare battery
consumption in different smartphone mod-
els

Primary actor This primary actor it´s a smartphone´s
common user, specifically a multimedia
music consumer

Preconditions Preconditions: Battery charged at 100%,
closed background applications, maximum
level of brightness on the screen, the lowest
number of activated services, a Google Play
account with Spotify and Netflix premium,
free storage space for downloading songs,
device with internet access, screen lock dis-
activated.
Technical characteristics of the smart-
phone: To complete by the user

Main success scenario
1. Locate on the main screen and open

Spotify App. Spotify main page is
shown

2. Click on the search button, write
“Baila Reggaeton” playlist and press
on “search”. A list of available playlists
will be shown.

3. Click on the first playlist and then click
on the green button “play”. The song
screen will be shown

4. Wait 20 seconds and then click for the
next song

5. Repeat the step 4 five times and close
the app completely

Table A.2. SCENARIO 2 - Music: Spotify
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Use case Video multimedia consumption on Vimeo
Scope Measure battery consumption due to mul-

timedia video in the app of Vimeo
Level The user will have a tool to compare the

battery consumption of different smart-
phones, and thus have the ability to choose
which model to buy.

Intention in context Development of a tool to compare battery
consumption in different smartphone mod-
els

Primary actor This primary actor it´s a smartphone´s
common user, specifically a multimedia
video consumer

Preconditions Preconditions: Battery charged at 100%,
closed background applications, maximum
level of brightness on the screen, the lowest
number of activated services, a Google Play
account with Spotify and Netflix premium,
free storage space for downloading songs,
device with internet access, screen lock dis-
activated.
Technical characteristics of the smart-
phone: To complete by the user

Main success scenario
1. Locate on the main screen and open

Vimeo App. Vimeo main screen will
be shown

2. Click on “explore” and select the first
category. A list of videos will be shown

3. Click on the second video. The video
will start

4. Wait 30 seconds and then click again
on explore. A list of categories will be
shown

5. Select the second category and click on
the second video. The video will start

6. Wait 30 seconds and then close com-
pletely the app

Table A.3. SCENARIO 3 - Multimedia video: Vimeo
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Use case Video multimedia consumption on Netflix
Scope Measure battery consumption due to mul-

timedia video in the app of Netflix
Level The user will have a tool to compare the

battery consumption of different smart-
phones, and thus have the ability to choose
which model to buy.

Intention in context Development of a tool to compare battery
consumption in different smartphone mod-
els

Primary actor This primary actor it´s a smartphone´s
common user, specifically a multimedia
video consumer

Preconditions Preconditions: Battery charged at 100%,
closed background applications, maximum
level of brightness on the screen, the lowest
number of activated services, a Google Play
account with Spotify and Netflix premium,
free storage space for downloading songs,
device with internet access, screen lock dis-
activated.
Technical characteristics of the smart-
phone: To complete by the user

Main success scenario
1. Locate on the main screen and open

Netflix App. A list of available profiles
will be shonw

2. Select the first profile. The main screen
of Netflix will be shown.

3. Click on the search button, write “La
casa de papel” and press on “search”.
A list of available series will be shown

4. Click on the first series and then click
on play. The chapter will start

5. Wait 120 seconds and then close the
app completely

Table A.4. SCENARIO 4 - Multimedia video: Netflix
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Use case Using the camera for taking photos and
videos

Scope Measure battery consumption due to the
use of the smartphone´s camera

Level The user will have a tool to compare the
battery consumption of different smart-
phones, and thus have the ability to choose
which model to buy.

Intention in context Development of a tool to compare battery
consumption in different smartphone mod-
els

Primary actor This primary actor it´s a smartphone´s
common user, specifically a habitual user
of the camera

Preconditions Preconditions: Battery charged at 100%,
closed background applications, maximum
level of brightness on the screen, the lowest
number of activated services, a Google Play
account with Spotify and Netflix premium,
free storage space for downloading songs,
device with internet access, screen lock dis-
activated.
Technical characteristics of the smart-
phone: To complete by the user

Main success scenario
1. Locate on the main screen and open

Open Camera App. The interface of
the camera will be shown

2. Take 10 normal pictures and then
change to the video mode. The video
mode will be shown

3. Record a video for 1 minute. Then,
turn on the flash and record another
1-minute video.

4. Change to the front camera and repeat
step 2 and 3 without flash if there´s not
the option

5. Close the app completely

Table A.5. SCENARIO 5- OpenCamera: Use of the camera
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Use case Using social networks: Instagram
Scope Measure battery consumption due to the

execution of an app about social networks,
specifically Instagram

Level The user will have a tool to compare the
battery consumption of different smart-
phones, and thus have the ability to choose
which model to buy.

Intention in context Development of a tool to compare battery
consumption in different smartphone mod-
els

Primary actor This primary actor it´s a smartphone´s
common user, specifically a habitual social
network user of Instagram

Preconditions Preconditions: Battery charged at 100%,
closed background applications, maximum
level of brightness on the screen, the lowest
number of activated services, a Google Play
account with Spotify and Netflix premium,
free storage space for downloading songs,
device with internet access, screen lock dis-
activated.
Technical characteristics of the smart-
phone: To complete by the user

Main success scenario
1. Locate on the main screen and open In-

stagram App. Instagram main screen
will be shown

2. Click on the search button, write
“Lamborghini” and press on the first
profile. The Lamborghini´s profile will
be shown

3. Click on the first picture posted, click
on like and then post a comment. The
comment will be posted

4. Go back and then click on the camera
button and post a “instastorie”. The
storie will automatically be uploaded

5. Click on the post button and upload a
picture by posting. The posted picture
will be shown

6. Close completely the app

Table A.6. SCENARIO 6 - Social Networks: Instagram
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Use case Receiving and sending email with K9 Mail
Scope Measure battery consumption due to the

execution of an email app (K9 Maill)
Level The user will have a tool to compare the

battery consumption of different smart-
phones, and thus have the ability to choose
which model to buy.

Intention in context Development of a tool to compare battery
consumption in different smartphone mod-
els

Primary actor This primary actor it´s a smartphone´s
common user, specifically an email user

Preconditions Preconditions: Battery charged at 100%,
closed background applications, maximum
level of brightness on the screen, the lowest
number of activated services, a Google Play
account with Spotify and Netflix premium,
free storage space for downloading songs,
device with internet access, screen lock dis-
activated.
Technical characteristics of the smart-
phone: To complete by the user

Main success scenario
1. Locate on the main screen and open

K9 Mail App. The main screen will be
shown

2. Click on writing a new email and fill
in the address, affair and the body and
click on send. The e-mail will be sent
and the main screen will be shown

3. Repeat step 2 but in this case attaching
a file. The e-mail will be sent and the
main screen will be shown

4. Click on send and then close the app
completely

Table A.7. SCENARIO 7 - Use of email: K9 Mail
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Use case Web navigation with Opera Browser
Scope Measure battery consumption due to the

execution of a web navigation app, specifi-
cally Opera Browser

Level The user will have a tool to compare the
battery consumption of different smart-
phones, and thus have the ability to choose
which model to buy.

Intention in context Development of a tool to compare battery
consumption in different smartphone mod-
els

Primary actor This primary actor it´s a smartphone´s
common user, specifically an internet user

Preconditions Preconditions: Battery charged at 100%,
closed background applications, maximum
level of brightness on the screen, the lowest
number of activated services, a Google Play
account with Spotify and Netflix premium,
free storage space for downloading songs,
device with internet access, screen lock dis-
activated.
Technical characteristics of the smart-
phone: To complete by the user

Main success scenario
1. Locate on the main screen and open

Opera Browser app. The search page
will be shown

2. Click on the search tab and write
“www.polito.it”. It will be shown the
page of the Polito

3. Click on the menu, click on “didattica
e student” and click on “Studenti In-
ternazionali”. A list of available links
will be shown

4. Click on “informazioni pratiche”, then
click on “Alloggiamento” and then click
on the link to “CercoAlloggio2". Cerco
Alloggio page will be shown

5. On this new page click on the menu
and then click on “chi siamo”. A infor-
mative text will be shown

6. Close completely the app

Table A.8. SCENARIO 8 - Web navigation: Opera Browser
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Use case Conducting a test to exchange a file using
WiFi connectivity

Scope Measure battery consumption due to the
execution of a file exchange by WiFi

Level The user will have a tool to compare the
battery consumption of different smart-
phones, and thus have the ability to choose
which model to buy.

Intention in context Development of a tool to compare battery
consumption in different smartphone mod-
els

Primary actor This primary actor it’s a smartphone’s
common user who upload and download
some files from the web

Preconditions Preconditions: Battery charged at 100%,
closed background applications, maximum
level of brightness on the screen, the lowest
number of activated services, a Google Play
account with Spotify and Netflix premium,
free storage space for downloading songs,
device with internet access, screen lock dis-
activated.
Technical characteristics of the smart-
phone: To complete by the user

Main success scenario
1. Locate on the main screen and open

Dropbox App. The Dropbox main
screen will be shown

2. Click on upload a new file. The menu
with the internal files of the device will
be shown

3. Locate on the downloads page. A list
of files downloaded on the device will
be shown

4. Select the 512MB file preloaded. The
upload will start

5. Wait until it´s uploaded and then close
the app completely

Table A.9. SCENARIO 9 - Data Transfer: Dropbox
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